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Abstract

During the design process of fusion reactors it is desirable to rapidly prototype different
design concepts and assess their suitability against a range of high level requirements. This
helps to narrow the design window and scope out potential designs which can undergo
further more detailed analysis. The Paramak is an open-source tool that aims to provide
automated parameter driven 3D CAD models for fusion reactor components and magnetic
fusion reactors. The geometry produced is compatible with analysis workflows and this
allows iterative automated model building and analysis to help steer the design optimisation
process. The Paramak uses CadQuery and OCC to create the 3D CAD model. In this
paper we demonstrate the use of the Paramak framework to create a few example reactor
configurations including: a spherical reactor, a regular large radius tokamak and a compact
submersion tank reactor. The models are not exact reproductions of any particular design
but just reflective of different reactor designs that are available. Input parameters for the
various reactors that the Paramak can generate generally fall into three categories. Which
are continuous ranges such as blanket thickness, integer ranges such as number of toroidal
field coils and categorical parameters such as type of divertor. The design tool facilitates
parameter studies where users can investigate the impact of input design parameters on the
reactor performance. The generation of output metrics from input parameters leads itself to
the use of data science and machine learning approaches to steer the design.
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1. Introduction1

When assessing the suitability of a fusion reactor design one of the stages is the construc-2

tion of a 3D model. This tends to be a digital 3D CAD model which is then adapted for3

use in different analysis disciplines, for example, engineering and neutronics. After carrying4

out the analysis, feedback can be provided and the design cycle can be iterated to refine and5

optimise the design. Automating the analysis can help to rapidly develop a design. While6
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some automated analysis remains a challenge in certain disciplines, it is generally accepted7

that automation is progressing in all the required disciplines for analysing fusion reactor8

designs. The production and adaptation of the 3D CAD models can also be automated to9

some extent and 3D CAD production is already automated in more mature design disci-10

plines such as aerospace [1]. Typically fusion reactor design processes involve analysis being11

carried out and fed back into the creation of the next CAD model; this process is mainly a12

manual GUI based operation. The results from analysis do not directly impact the model13

generation. Additionally, the situation can occur where the models are updated several times14

as different analysis streams feedback into the design. This can result in separate analysis15

streams having different models as inputs. Having an automated model creation for simple16

space reserving is perhaps the first stage in creating a more automated rapid design cycle.17

Automated model creation can reduce the risk of geometry creation becoming a bottleneck18

in the design cycle. While complex model construction might be difficult to automate with19

the current software, there is perhaps utility in automating simpler models and allowing20

the analysis specific geometry details to be filled in at a later stage. Additionally there is21

perhaps also some utility in the use of automated CAD connected with automated analysis22

at early stages in the design, where simple models are more appropriate.23

CadQuery [2] offers a potential solution to the creation of automated parametric CAD.24

CadQuery is an open-source Python library that binds to OpenCascade [3] and has some25

unique features among the possible open-source candidates. One such capability is the26

ability to search, filter and then operate on the CAD solids during construction. This27

allows components to be linked and built from each other without the operator having to28

be concerned with redefining related solids when a linked solid is modified. This is already29

possible with proprietary CAD software but it is now emerging into the open-source area.30

The combination of permissive licensing and parametric studies allows automated geometry31

creation and analysis to be carried out on potentially tens of thousands of designs in parallel,32

using cloud computing without incurring prohibitive costs.33

A key advantage of creating a 3D reactor geometry from parameters is that the produced34

model then becomes easy to quantify in terms of values. Being able to describe a 3D model35

with a series of parameters allows direct linking between an optimiser, input parameters and36

output metrics. The designer’s input is still required to make the parametrisation rules that37

allow components to be varied in ways that impact their performance. A designer’s skill is38

required to ensure the layout of components interface correctly and do not overlap. A benefit39

of the parametric model construction process is that when one parametric model is made40

this results in many perturbations that can be generated by scripts, while a static model41

remains a single static model. A disadvantage is that creating a parameterised model layout42

is more complex than a single model.43

2. Software practices employed44

The Paramak is an open-source code designed to assist with rapid concept design explo-45

ration for fusion reactors. The source-code is under version control and openly available via46

Github [4] under a permissive MIT licence. The Paramak Python package is distributed via47

PyPi [5] and there are plans to incorporate a Conda distribution in the future. A container-48

ised build environment is distributed via Dockerhub [6] containing a pre-built environment49
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with all the required dependencies. The code is documented with diagrams and examples50

on ReadTheDocs [7] which makes use of extensive Docstrings within the code. The code has51

been professionally reviewed by [8] and has continuous integration and test suite via CircleCI52

[9]. Github Actions have been utilised from an early stage for automating several aspects of53

the code distribution, packaging and static code analysis. Github Actions have been used54

for employing code style guides (PEP8), updating the PyPi package distribution and auto-55

matically building and uploading new Dockerhub images with each new version of the code.56

The decision to open-source the Paramak code was a key enabler which allowed use of the57

previously mentioned platforms which in turn allowed the code to grow and improve rapidly.58

Additionally the open-source nature of the project has facilitated contributions from outside59

the organisation.60

3. Code Structure61

The Paramak package wraps CadQuery to enable the creation of magnetic confinement62

fusion reactor models. These reactors often have repeating cross sections around the Z axis63

and this eases the complexity of simple reactor construction. The Paramak consists of the64

three main groups of classes: Shapes, Components and Reactors. The Parametric Shapes65

class provide profiles from a combination of straight edges, circular edges and Bezier spline66

edges. These shapes can represent a wide range of basic shapes and are made from a series67

of 2D coordinates. Shapes can be operated on to create 3D volumes using extrude, revolve,68

sweep and rotate operations. Boolean operations such as cut, intersect and union are also69

available to Shapes. To build Shapes the class must be provided with coordinates or points70

to connect up and edge connection types to connect each coordinate.71

The Parametric Components inherit from Shape and build upon these basic families of72

shapes to create volumes that more closely resemble components found in fusion reactors.73

Parametric components generally have a particular method of finding the coordinates that74

make up the shape and are thus able to provide the coordinates needed to make a Shape75

class. The methods of finding points differ from component to component and are encoded76

within the component’s class.77

For the simplest parametric components such as CenterColumnCylinder() the points78

coordinates are found based on a hollow cylinder. This requires just four points and uses79

straight lines to connect the points followed by a rotation around the Z axis. This is then80

abstracted for the user so that only the height, inner radius and outer radius are required.81

The Component class then finds the points from the internal rules and applies any CAD82

operations or Boolean operations. More complicated shapes such as the BlanketFP() (see83

Figure ??) finds points on the front surfaces using a variable offset from the plasma. A84

variable thickness between the front and rear surface is then used to find the rear surface85

points. The front and rear surface points area connected with a series of splines with straight86

connections between the two surfaces. The variable offsets and thicknesses can be provided87

as a function of poloidal angle and the component is therefore able to construct more complex88

3D objects as shown in Figure 2. Some components (e.g. InnerFirstwallFCCS()) are entirely89

based on other components and finding coordinates to connect up is not necessary as a90

surface offset and Boolean cut is sufficient to find the 3D volume.91
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Figure 1: Primitive Shape Classes

There are currently over 34 parametric components available and many additional shapes92

are planned. When these components are combined then the variety of 3D volumes available93

is sufficient to start constructing simple fusion reactors as shown in Figure 3.94

Parametric reactors combine parametric components and shapes with linkage that de-95

scribes how they fit together. Parametric reactors allow users to create a 3D reactor model96

as shown in Figures 6 and 7, these models have been created entirely from parameters. In the97

case of the SegmentedBallReactor() the model has no inboard breeder zone and has divertors98

in the upper and lower positions. There are also single-null varieties of the BallReactor().99

The main user inputs required are the radial thickness of components. The reactor design100

has the order of components encoded and therefore from this user information it is possible101

to know where each component starts and ends in the radial direction. The vertical build for102

the SegmentedBallReactor() is largely based on the radial build which greatly minimises the103

number of user inputs required for a 3D model. The user inputs for the plasma elongation104

and triangularity, combined with the radial build parameters for the plasma, allow the co-105

ordinates of the top of the plasma to be calculated. The vertical offset from the firstwall to106

the plasma defaults to the same value as the outboard plasma gap radial thickness but can107

be specified independently using the plasma gap vertical thickness parameter. The blanket108

thickness is constant all around the reactor both in radial and vertical directions. The para-109

metric shape from the blanket accepts a variable thickness as a function of angle (see Figure110

??) however this particular reactor design has been programmed to have constant thickness111

blankets throughout. This means the users will not be asked for a vertical blanket thickness112

but have less control over the reactor. The blanket is also segmented by another parametric113
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Figure 2: The current selection of parametric components available. Note that because these shapes are all
customisable with parameters they can appear differently to their default view pictured in the diagram.

shape (BlanketStarCutter()) to create banana segments. CadQuery’s inbuilt filter methods114

are then used to select the front edges of the firstwall and breeder zone so that they can be115

filleted. A Boolean cut between the firstwall block and the breeder zone results in a wrap116

around design. Positioning of poloidal field coils is a user controllable argument, however if117

(R,Z) coordinates are not specified then they are equispaced vertically behind the blanket.118

Four types of toroidal field coils exist as parametric components (rectangle, coat hanger,119

Princeton-D and triple arc) however, simple rectangular toroidal field coils are used for the120

current BallReactor() design. The SegmentedBallReactor() inherits from the BallReactor()121

so it also uses rectangular magnets by default. When inheriting from a base design it is122

possible to overwrite any of the components. Due to this system the number of variations123

on the base design can rapidly increase. The BallReactor() design has inbuilt assumptions124

regarding the connections and shapes of components, this has disadvantages in terms of the125

flexibility but also the advantage of having reduced inputs for the user to specify.126

The SubmersionReactor() requires slightly more inputs from the users and offers more127

flexibility when creating the models. Additional inputs are required for the radial thickness128

of the supports and the radial thickness of the inner blanket. The computational time to129

generate the 3D volumes and export CAD files in STP format once the input dimensions130

have been specified varies from 30 seconds for a simple BallReactor() to 90 seconds for a131

SegmentedBallReactor() on a standard desktop computer. In this case the time difference132

is due to segmenting the blanket and filleting the edges of the blanket. Currently the entire133

construction process is a serial operation so there is scope to speed up the construction by134

parallelising parts of the construction process.135

The CenterColumnStudy() reactor is designed for a specific use case. When performing136

parametric studies involving the impact of geometry on the center column it is possible to137

simplify the design to only include components that impact the simulation result. Outboard138
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Figure 3: The current selection of reactors available. Note that because these reactors are all customisable
with parameters they can appear differently to their default view pictured in the diagram. From left to right
and up to down the reactor class names are BallReactor(), SingleNullBallReactor(), SegmentedBallReactor(),
SingleNullSubmersionReactor(), SubmersionReactor() and CenterColumnStudyReactor()

TF and PF coils have little impact on the simulation results. This reduces the time needed139

for model creation and reduces model initialisation in analysis use cases.140

While the existing parametric reactors are not a full representation of magnetic fusion141

reactors the framework established can be used to create more detailed components with142

more complex relationships between components.143

All the various reactor classes allow operations such as exporting the volume(s) to CAD144

files (STP and STL format) and 2D images (SVG) of the geometry as used in the documen-145

tation [7]. Other properties of the geometry can easily be obtained such as the volume of146

each shape or component in the reactor. This can be useful for cost estimates in systems147

codes or mass calculations in remote maintenance strategies. The utility of CAD models148

goes beyond visualisation and basic properties in assessing a design’s suitability and can be149

used as part of an automated parameter study. The Paramak knows the extent of the x, y,150

z dimensions for the geometry and therefore can automatically create thin shell bounding151

boxes (referred to as Graveyard volumes) for use in CAD based neutronics with DAGMC152

[10]. While this paper aims to focus on the geometry creation within the Paramak there are153

future papers planned where utilisation within neutronics and engineering workflows will be154

demonstrated.155
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Figure 4: Example parametric component TripleArcTF() with parameters labelled.

4. Conclusion156

The Paramak code has been introduced and the motivation of facilitating a data science157

approach to geometry construction has been discussed. Several benefits of the open-source158

approach have been realised during the project. The number of parametric components has159

grown to the level where simplified reactor models can be constructed. Reactor models can be160

encoded to encapsulate design decisions which allows the required user inputs to be limited.161

This is demonstrated by the three example models presented in the paper and reinforced162

by additional parametric reactor models contained in the documentation [7]. There are163

currently six different parametric reactors for users to create. Due to the structure of the164

code it is straightforward to inherit existing reactors and modify specific parts of their design165

to extend the reactor family to accommodate additional features or parameters of parametric166

reactors.167

The current parametric models provided in the Paramak are relatively simple but it is168
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import paramak

plasma = paramak.Plasma(

elongation=2,

major_radius=450,

minor_radius=150,

triangularity=0.55,

rotation_angle=180,

)

blanket = paramak.BlanketFP(

plasma=plasma,

stop_angle=250,

start_angle=-70,

offset_from_plasma=[30,60,30],

rotation_angle=180,

thickness=[150,70,70]

)

Figure 5: Example parametric component BlanketFP() being build using with a parametric Plasma as one
of the inputs. Additionally the blanket has a variable thickness and variable offset from the plasma.

import paramak

my_reactor = paramak.SubmersionTokamak(

inner_bore_radial_thickness=30,

inboard_tf_leg_radial_thickness=30,

center_column_shield_radial_thickness=30,

divertor_radial_thickness=80,

inner_plasma_gap_radial_thickness=50,

plasma_radial_thickness=200,

outer_plasma_gap_radial_thickness=50,

firstwall_radial_thickness=30,

blanket_rear_wall_radial_thickness=30,

number_of_tf_coils=16,

rotation_angle=180,

support_radial_thickness=50,

inboard_blanket_radial_thickness=30,

outboard_blanket_radial_thickness=30,

plasma_high_point=(200, 150),

pf_coil_radial_thicknesses=[30, 30, 30, 30],

pf_coil_vertical_thicknesses=[30, 30, 30, 30],

pf_coil_to_tf_coil_radial_gap=50,

outboard_tf_coil_radial_thickness=30,

outboard_tf_coil_poloidal_thickness=30,

tf_coil_to_rear_blanket_radial_gap=20,

)

my_reactor.export_stp()

my_reactor.export_svg()

Figure 6: Example Python script showing the input parameters used for the creation of a
SubmersionReactor() model. The example also exports the SVG image used in this Figure and CAD files
(STP) used when making Figure 3
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import paramak

my_reactor = paramak.SegmentedBlanketBallReactor(

inner_bore_radial_thickness=5,

inboard_tf_leg_radial_thickness=25,

center_column_shield_radial_thickness=45,

divertor_radial_thickness=150,

inner_plasma_gap_radial_thickness=50,

plasma_radial_thickness=300,

outer_plasma_gap_radial_thickness=50,

firstwall_radial_thickness=15,

blanket_radial_thickness=50,

blanket_rear_wall_radial_thickness=30,

elongation=2,

triangularity=0.55,

number_of_tf_coils=16,

rotation_angle=180,

pf_coil_radial_thicknesses=[50, 50, 50, 50],

pf_coil_vertical_thicknesses=[50, 50, 50, 50],

pf_coil_to_rear_blanket_radial_gap=50,

pf_coil_to_tf_coil_radial_gap=50,

outboard_tf_coil_radial_thickness=100,

outboard_tf_coil_poloidal_thickness=50,

gap_between_blankets=30,

number_of_blanket_segments=15,

blanket_fillet_radius=15,

)

my_reactor.export_stp()

my_reactor.export_svg()

Figure 7: Example Python script showing the input parameters used for the creation of a
SegmentedBallReactor() model. The example also exports the SVG image used in this Figure and CAD
files (STP) used when making Figure 3
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also possible to make more complex models when provided with a design.169

The Paramak has been used within UKAEA to create models of several spherical tokamak170

configurations and has also been used to reproduce a SPARC like design based on the171

diagrams in [11]. The outputs of the Paramak are CAD models which are useful in fusion172

analysis disciplines such as Finite Element Analysis (FEA), neutronics, visualisation and173

even cost models which often require CAD files as an input.174

The use of these models in automated workflows has yet to be demonstrated in a publi-175

cation but this would be the next logical stage in the process and the authors plan to publish176

a range of use cases for the parametric geometry in the future.177
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